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Engineering - R&D Division 

• R&I Division assures the virtuous circle among 
research, innovation and production, guaranteeing 
the group’s technological excellence and 
competitive advantage

100 research specialists 
40 mln di euro invested in the three-year period 03-05
20 live projects
More than 50 international partners

“To create awareness on the future challenges and 
operate to turn them into business opportunities”
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Enabling Digital Content
Context awareness, ubiquitous, 
personalisation, 

Participation, Emotional Interface, 
experiences interaction

Trusted P2P, web services, 
interoperability

Semantic access, multimedia 
indexing 

Content harvesting, federation 
and curation

QoS, quality assurance, security 
and trustness

Grid technology, high bandwidth 
networks, RFID sensors, mobile

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONTENT

SERVICES

USER
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R&D areas

Digital Content 
Services

Semantic-aware C-CUBO

BRICKS
DIVINO

CALLAS
CASPAR Grid Technology

DILIGENT
Trustwor-
thiness

TeSCHeT
SeCSE

SERENITY
PEPERS

ESFORCE

Software 
Engineering

ETICS

DISCORSO
P2P-ARCHITECT

FoodNET

BELIEF
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Two Hypothesis to discuss together 

1. Distributed (Networked)Technologies can drive a 
new generation of Public/Private Content Systems 
enabling an active multilateral relationship between 
content repositories…

2. Interactive Technologies can improve users 
experiences and participation, enhancing an effective 
exchange of background, experiences and 
heritage…
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Two exemplum  

• BRICKS - Building Resources for Integrated Cultural 
Knowledge Services -
– Integrated Project with 12 Euro Millions of Budget, more than 20

partners around Europe

• CALLAS - Cooperative Augmented Living Laboratories 
for Art and Scenography
– Integrated Project with 11 Euro Millions of Budget 
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The BRICKS vision
• Improving accessibility, visibility and recognition of the commercial 

value of Europe’s cultural and scientific resources, by 
developing…

• … Advanced digital libraries services, providing high-bandwidth 
access to distributed and highly interactive repositories of European 
Culture, history and science. 

• BRICKS’ architecture consists of a number of independent software 
units (the “bricks”), derived from BRICKS infrastructure, which can 
be integrate together to provide rich functionalities
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An integration of services to develop a sizeable integrated platform for a
New Generation of Digital Library Services

To develop an open source Peer2Peer architecture where users 
can share knowledge, content and services

To treat semantic agreement as a dynamic process and derive 
global semantic (agreements) from local interactions to handle 
heterogeneous metadata and onthologies (folksonomy approach)

To develop a Decentralised Data Rights Management
architecture, increasing the overall scalability and interoperability 

Goal breakdown
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Peer to Peer
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Mission: Design and develop a new generation of 
DL Services

Build an open scalable
infrastructure

Develop the right 
value added services

Use an effective 
sustainability model

Expandability 
Scalability
Availability
Graduality of engagement
Interoperability

Value added Services to:
Access to digital Culture
Management of Culture 
Creation of Culture
Editions of digital Text

Aggregation of the
open community
Sustainability plan
Definition of the
organisational structure

Project Structure
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"Greek temple" metaphor

In order to illustrate these three areas and account
for their interrelationships, throughout the project 
the well-known metaphor of the Greek temple will be 

used:  
- the infrastructure area will be equated to the 

foundations of the temple;
- the application services area will be equated to the 

pillars of the temple; 
- the sustainability area will be equated to the roof of 

the temple.
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"Greek temple" metaphor

the infrastructure area

the application services

the sustainability area
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BRICKS - Infrastructure 
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Archaeological pillar

‘Sharing access to knowledge and information about the 
European cultural heritage to enable intelligent access 
for education and other uses.’

The “Fortuna Visiva di Pompei”, an practical application 
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The “fortuna visiva” ofThe “fortuna visiva” of PompeiiPompeii
A digital archive of visual and written 

documents from the discovery of
Pompeii in 1748 to the end of the
XIXth century:

• Images - drawings, watercolors,
engravings
Bibliographic Sources - edited books 
containing images
Manuscripts and unedited documents 
containing images

Contents
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Arcipelago of Cultural Arcipelago of Cultural ContentsContents

Iconographic database
all sort of images (drawings, watercolors,
engravings, etc.)

Bibliographic database
edited books containing iconographic 
sources

Manuscripts database
manuscripts and unedited documents 

containing iconographic sources
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Contents as Contents as a a Digital LibrariesDigital Libraries
The Digital Libray includes all the edited books and unedited documents 

containing the graphic sources catalogued in the Archive:

Consulting the D.L., the user can read
the whole books and manuscripts, with 
their texts and images, in form of digital 
images
The link between the Archive and the

Digital Library increases the range of
information offered to the user, as he can
find more information on a graphic 
document consulting it in the Digital 
Library, than simply looking at the same 
image the real book.
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ConclusionConclusion

Archipelago of cultural heritage 

it could be used also for a specific 

research aimed at designing a 

network, as a virtual gallery or 

archipelago, establishing links 

and relationships between cultural 

islands. 
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The BRICKS Community: a tool for the project 
success

How to be part of this collaboration ?

www.brickscommunity.org


